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  Description
K  Knowledge and information
S  Social factors including trust, group cohesions
C  Ease of communication, value of communication
$  Expense and effort required
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1. Microblogging  2. Instant Messaging   3. Network Community  4. Stand‐up meetings  5. Modern mobile phone 
 

   
 Instant communication 
 One-to-many conversations 
 Increases ambient familiarity 
 Easy to setup 
 Can be read on-the-go 

(mobile phones) 
 Requires people to ‘follow 

you’ to receive the message 
 Not threaded, so discussion 

threads can get a bit lost 
 Add +1C with blogging 
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 Flexibility of setup – internal 
or external to the organisation 

 Only one-to-one 
conversations 
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 Easily expand network and 
ability to reach out for access 
to new information 

 Can be read on-the-go 
(mobile phones) 

 Requires invitation requests 
to increase the network 

 Can be slow to setup 
 Add +1K with Microblogging 
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 Great way to synchronise the 
team, previous day’s issues, 
current tasks, and future work 
in 15 mins! 

 Best-practice in Agile project 
management 

 Can get monotonous when 
working on a long project 
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 Cheap – close to 100% 
penetration world-wide 

 Answering service built-in 
 People can reach you 

anywhere 
 Web access anywhere 
 Web access can be slow 

outside 3G regions 
 Add +1C for each ‘web card’ 
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6. Web telephone  7. Word Documents  8. PDF Documents  9. Video conferencing  10. Online video 
 

 

 

 

 

 Free calls!  
 Requires special software (ie, 

the web) and hardware 
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 Easy to create, amend, edit, 
style 

 Widely supported format 
 Juggling different versions 

can be a pain 
 Large documents can get too 

large to email 
 Add +1C with Online 

document sharing 
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 Easy to create, amend, edit, 
style 

 Widely supported format 
 Can’t contribute to or undo a 

PDF document 
 Requires PDF creation 

software 
 Large PDFs can get too large 

to email 
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 Good for face-to-face over 
distances 

 Video lag makes long 
conversations difficult 

 Expensive to set up 
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 Easy means of distribution 
(no need to download it 
because it ‘streams’) 

 People love video! 
 Can be read on-the-go 

(mobile phones) 
 Add +1S with online polls 
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11. Google maps  12. Email  13. Social bookmarking  14. Online polls  15. Blogging 
   

   
 Displays geographical info 
 Helps to show people where 

they are and where they need 
to be 

 Helps people feel connected 
 Can be used on some mobile 

phones (eg. iPhone) 
 Requires internet access 
 +1C with online events 

calendar 
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 Wide distribution lists (send 
to all!) 

 Easy to use 
 Everyone has one 
 Can be read on-the-go 

(mobile phones) 
 Untargeted (spam) – people 

might not know it is of 
relevance to them 
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 Easy to put bookmarks into 
 Easy means of sharing new 

information found online 
 Easy to rate and rank 

important information 
 Easy to classify  
 Needs a place to aggregate 

the bookmarks and display it 
 Add +1K with online polls 
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 Cheap and easy to setup 
 Integration with blogs 
 Understand high value 

content 
 Need survey design expertise 

to ensure you’re actually 
asking the right questions in 
the right ways 

 Need statistics expertise to 
make real sense of the 
results 
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 Good lessons learned 
 Good to initiate and generate 

discussion and feedback 
 Good for thinking a potential 

solution ‘out loud’ and asking 
for people’s thoughts  

 Can be read/contribute on-
the-go (mobile phones) 

 Requires specific technology 
to support and setup 
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16. Wiki  17. Network drive  18. Printed newsletter  19. Public forum  20. Face‐to‐face workshops 
 

   

 Easy, instant, open means of 
collaboration 

 Lots of features – version 
control, rollbacks, 
discussions, auditing 

 Requires specific technology 
to support and setup 
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 Easy to create and store 
Word documents 

 Easily gets out of control 
 Documents can get lost 
 Documents can only go in 

one folder – only one way to 
classify documents 
(taxonomy) 
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 Authors can express their 
creative flair 

 Contains social and 
knowledge content 

 Slow to create 
 Slow to distribute 
 Add +1S with Public forum 
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 Good for face-to-face 
communications 

 Same benefits as workshop 
 Same disadvantages as a 

workshop 
 Participants can use the 

physicality of the venue to 
highjack the discussion 
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 Good way to understand 
perception on an issue 

 People can get meeting 
fatigue 

 Sometimes hard to get 
consensus on a decision 

 People are time poor and 
can’t spend lots of time away 
from work 
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21. Photo sharing  22. RSS news feeds  23. Discussion forum  24. Web dashboard  25. Traditional website 

       
 A picture tells a thousand 

words 
 Puts a human face to project 

activities 
 People need to be aware that 

there are photos to view 
 Add +1S with online polls 
 Add +1S with blogging 
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 Information you’re interested 
in comes to you once you 
subscribe to a ‘feed’ 

 Needs a place to aggregate 
the information and display 
the news feed 

 Can be hard for end-users to 
set up 

 Add +1C with blogging 
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 Discuss any issue 
 Discussion threads easy to 

follow 
 Requires management to 

keep people ‘on topic’ 
 Might not get an answer to an 

issue – needs experts & 
thought leaders  

 Add +1S with online profiles 
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 Easy to customise 
information to personal needs 

 Can take a while to setup and 
personalise   
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 People understand it 
 Only one-way delivery of 

information 
 Slow publishing method 
 Have to go there to find if 

anything new has been 
created 

 Difficult to set-up for mobile 
browsing 
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26. Online events calendar   27. Online profiles  28. Podcasts  29. Online document sharing  30. Google docs 
 

 

   

 Easy means of sharing and 
managing calendar events, 
milestones, activities, 
appointments with others 

 Requires people to ‘follow 
you’ to know when calendar 
events are occurring 

 Difficult to integrate with 
software like Outlook 

 Add +1C with blogs, public 
forum, face-to-face workshop 
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 Helps to establish who 
someone is before you 
communicate with them, 
especially when photos and 
phone numbers are displayed 

 Helps to encourage 
interaction and build trust 

 Must be kept up-to-date to be 
of use 

 Add +1S with blogs 
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 Audio helps those who are 
not visual or kinaesthetic 
people 

 Easy to distribute through 
blogs 

 Can be fiddley to setup 
 Add +1C with blogs 
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 Easy to distribute documents, 
especially with people in 
other organisations, teams 

 Large documents can take 
some time to download 
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 Easy to use 
 Easy to distribute and 

collaborate on documents, 
spreadsheets, presentations 

 Not as good as Word’s 
WYSIWYG editor 

 Needs a Google account to 
contribute 

 Add +1C if Word Documents 
not present 
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